NUCLEAR TERROR:  
Pakistan & India  
Under the Nuclear Shadow

Dr. Pervez Hoodbhoy

7:30 pm - Monday, April 15  
Franklin Patterson Hall - Room 107  
Hampshire College

------- VIDEO DOCUMENTARY, PRESENTATION, AND Q & A -------

Dr. Hoodbhoy is a leading nuclear physicist in Pakistan; he is also a most careful and concerned analyst of the danger of nuclear weapons. A friend and colleague of the late Eqbal Ahmad, he has written widely on Islam and the West and on the history of Islamic science.

Dr. Hoodbhoy will show part of his video on the nuclear arms race in India and Pakistan and give a short talk followed by an open question and answer forum. Don’t miss this chance to meet one of the best speakers and discussion leaders to visit the Valley this year!

In 1998, India and Pakistan blasted their way onto the world stage as nuclear weapons states. In this video, military leaders discuss nuclear testing in South Asia and the possibility of war. Heads of Islamic organizations and militant groups explain their hopes for the bomb to strengthen Pakistan and Islam. Leading peace activists, academics and journalists argue that South Asia is falling into instability, an arms race, deepening poverty, and an ever-greater threat of nuclear war, both deliberate and accidental. With interviews, graphics, and archive footage, the film spells out in stark and urgent terms the danger that now imperils the people of Pakistan and India and the desperate need for peace.

For more information, contact ISIS at 559-5582 or isis@hampshire.edu

ISIS events are smoke- & fragrance-free to ensure accessibility. Thanks for your consideration.